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QUESTION 1

You have entered the show ospf route command and see routes with a metric type of EXT2. 

What does this indicate? 

A. These routes are OSPF interarea routes. 

B. These routes have been redistributed into OSPF and are using a Type 2 metric. 

C. These routes are preferred over the same routes with an EXT1 metric. 

D. These routes are OSPF intra-area routes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have configured refresh reduction in your RSVP network but you suspect that some of the Junos devices are not
correctly operating in that mode. Which operational mode command can be used to view the refresh messages sent and
received? 

A. show rsvp interface 

B. show rsvp version 

C. show rsvp neighbor detail 

D. show rsvp session detail 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are deploying IS-IS in your network to enable the routing of only IPv6. Assume that the loopback interface has been
properly configured. 

What is the minimum required configuration to enable only IPv6 routing in IS-IS? 

A. user@host# show protocols isis rib-group inet6; interface ge-0/0/0.0; interface lo0.0 { passive; } user@host# show
interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 { family inet6 address fd85:5944:1aee:026::1/64; } 

B. user@host# show protocols isis interface ge-0/0/0.0; interface lo0.0 { passive; } user@host# show interfaces ge-0/0/0
unit 0 { family iso; family inet6 address fd85:5944:1aee:026::1/64; } 

C. user@host# show protocols isis no-ipv4-routing; interface ge-0/0/0.0 interface lo0.0 { passive; } user@host# show
interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 { family iso; family inet6 address fd85:5944:1aee:026::1/64; } 

D. user@host# show protocols isis no-ipv4-routing; interface ge-0/0/0.0; interface lo0.0 { passive; } user@host# show
interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 { family iso; family inet6; } 
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E. user@host# show protocols isis traffic-engineering { family inet6 { shortcuts; } } interface ge-0/0/0.0; 

interface lo0.0 { 

passive; 

} 

user@host# show interfaces ge-0/0/0 

unit 0 { 

family inet6 address fd85:5944:1aee:026::1/64; 

family iso; 

} 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An established RSVP-signaled LSP suffers a link failure. 

What is one action taken by the local RSVP-enabled router? 

A. A ResvTear message is sent downstream. 

B. A ResvErr message is sent upstream. 

C. A ResvErr message is sent downstream. 

D. A ResvTear message is sent upstream. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two benefits of using MVRP? (Choose two.) 

A. It reduces network administration and overhead 

B. It dynamically creates and prunes VLANs 

C. It provides redundancy for Layer 2 interfaces 

D. It dynamically translates Layer 2 addresses to Layer 3 addresses 

Correct Answer: AB 

The Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol (MVRP) simplifies VLAN management by dynamically managing VLAN
registration in a LAN. MVRP helps reduce administration and network overhead by dynamically pruning VLAN
information when a switch no longer has active access ports, and by dynamically creating newly configured VLANs. 
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QUESTION 6

What are two port modes for a Layer 2 interface? (Choose two.) 

A. access mode 

B. dual mode 

C. trunk mode 

D. tag mod 

Correct Answer: AC 

Access ports typically connect to end systems such as PCs and printers, while trunk ports typically connect to other
switches and are used to carry multiple VLANs. 

 

QUESTION 7

In an OSPF environment, which two configuration parameters are used to determine which router is the DR? (Choose
two.) 

A. the router with the highest priority 

B. the router with the lowest priority 

C. the router with the highest RID 

D. the router with the lowest RID 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the default value of the TTL in a VRRP advertisement? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 64 

D. 255 

Correct Answer: D 

The VRRP advertisement packet uses a time-to-live (TTL) value of 255 and cannot be forwarded beyond the local
subnet on which it is sent. This value cannot be adjusted, and any packet that has a TTL value other than 255 is
discarded. 
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QUESTION 9

-- Exhibit -interfaces { ge-1/0/3 { unit 0 { 

family inet { 

address 192.168.1.1/30; 

} 

} 

} 

ge-1/1/0 { 

unit 0 { 

family inet { 

address 10.100.10.1/30; 

} 

} 

} 

fxp0 { 

unit 0 { 

family inet { 

address 10.2.1.13/28; 

} 

} 

} 

lo0 { 

unit 0 { 

family inet { 

address 10.100.1.1/32; 

address 127.0.0.1/32; 

} 

} 

} 
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} 

protocols { 

ospf { 

area 0.0.0.0 { 

interface ge-1/0/3.0; 

interface ge-1/1/0.0; 

} 

} 

} 

-- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

The router was just powered on. 

Referring to the exhibit, what is the OSPF RID? 

A. 192.168.1.1 

B. 10.100.1.1 

C. 127.0.0.1 

D. 10.2.1.13 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two statements describe differences between IPv4 and IPv6? (Choose two) 

A. IPsec is built into IPv6 

B. IPv6 uses a 32-bit (4-byte) address and can support up to 4,294,967,296 addresses 

C. IPv4 supports extension headers whereas IPv6 options are integrated into the base 

D. IPv6 eliminates the need for NAT 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

What are two valid IPv6 addresses? (Choose two.) 
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A. 2bfc::02 :0:0:fe c:5c 

B. 2bfc::2 ::fe c:5c 

C. 2bfc:2 :0:0:fe c:5c 

D. 2bfc:0:0:2 ::fe c:5c 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is correct about the inet.3 routing table? 

A. MPLS creates a copy of the mpls.0 table and stores it in the inet.3 routing table. 

B. The inet.3 routing table is used by transit routers to identify label values. 

C. BGP can use the inet.3 routing table to resolve next hops. 

D. MPLS uses the inet.3 routing table to assign labels. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

-- Exhibit -[edit] user@router# run show isis interface IS-IS interface database: Interface L CirID Level 1 DR Level 2 DR
L1/L2 Metric ge-1/0/2.0 3 0x1 router.00 router.00 10/10 lo0.0 0 0x1 Passive Passive 0/0 -- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are true regarding the GE interface? (Choose two.) 

A. It operates at both Level 1 and Level 2. 

B. It operates at Level 3, which supports hierarchical backbone areas. 

C. The local router is the IS-IS designated intermediate system at all levels. 

D. The local router is the IS-IS designated router at all levels. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 14

You are logged in to an MX80 and issue the command "show route protocol bgp" You see that you have received the
route 10.0.4/24 from two different peers. One peer is an external peer and the other is an internal peer. The route
received from the internal peer is active. 

By the rules of BGP preference, what would cause the internal path for this prefix to be preferred over the external one? 
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A. Internally learned prefix is preferred over an externally learned prefix 

B. The local-preference value of the internally learned prefix is higher than the externally learned peer 

C. The peer ID of the internally learned prefix is lower than that of the externally learned peer 

D. The internally learned prefix has a shorted cluster length 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Click the Exhibit. 
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Exhibit 

Referring to the exhibit, which route(s) will be exported to neighbor 192.168.1.2? 

A. 100.0.1/32 and 100.0.20.1/32 
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B. 10.0.0.0/24, 11.0.0.0/24,100.0.0.1/32, 100.0.20.1/32, and 192.168.1.1/32 

C. 100.0.20.1/32, 192.168.1.1/32, and 100.0.0.1/32 

D. 100.0.20.1/32 

Correct Answer: B 
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